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CU SOCAL GIFTS $17,500 TO MORE THAN 100 LOCAL NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
Credit Union Employees Celebrate a Financial Milestone with Charitable Donations.
Whittier, CA—In recognition of reaching $1 billion in assets, Credit Union of Southern
California (CU SoCal) employees gifted $17,500 to more than 100 non-profit organizations
throughout Los Angeles, Orange, and San Bernardino counties in March.
The donations were part of the credit union’s weeklong celebration with team members. Each
employee was able to select any non-for-profit organization within the credit union’s field of
membership to make a generous donation of $100. They were also given the option to
personally deliver the donations during their work hours.
“We wanted to use this milestone as an opportunity for our team members to make an impact
in the more than 150 communities we proudly serve,” stated Michelle Hunter, CU SoCal Senior
Vice President of Marketing and Development. “Reaching $1 billion in assets was a great reason
to share our financial success with other local not-for-profit organizations that share our passion
for helping others.”
"CU SoCal believes in building better lives and creating brighter futures," stated Dave
Gunderson, CU SoCal President and CEO. "We also recognize that our successes depend on the
contributions of many, including the support of our communities. We hope that our financial
contributions helped to increase opportunities to make a positive difference for those in need
today as well as in the future.”
About Credit Union of Southern California (CU SoCal)
Founded in 1954 as Whittier Area Schools Federal Credit Union, CU SoCal is a Member-owned
financial cooperative open to those who live, work, worship, or attend school in Los Angeles,
Orange, or San Bernardino counties. CU SoCal has a superior five-star financial rating from
BauerFinancial, holds $1 billion in assets, and serves more than 80,000 Members.
For more information, visit CUSoCal.org.
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